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Title Author Bind RRP Price Description

David Baldacci The Forgotten: John 
Puller #2

Tp $29.99 $27.00 Murder in Paradise. What, or who, is silencing the residents? Military criminal 
investigator John Puller is drawn closer to home when his aunt is found dead in her 
house in Paradise, Florida. The local police have ruled the death as an accident, but 
Puller finds evidence to suggest that she may well have been murdered. On the 
surface the town lives up to its name, but as Puller digs deeper he realises that this 
town and its inhabitants are more akin to Hell than Paradise. His belief is confirmed 
as evidence of strange and inexplicable events come to light. And when Puller learns 
the truth about what is happening in this once sleepy town, he knows that his 
discoveries will impact far wider than Paradise. 

David Baldacci The Innocent Pb $17.99 $16.20 Back in DC after successful missions in Edinburgh and Tangier, assassin Will Robie 
sees his latest assignment, to eliminate a US government employee, go badly wrong. 
What had she done, or what did she know? Robie is now a wanted man. But it seems 
that he's not the only one on the run. Young teenager Julie Getty is devastated by the 
inexplicable murder of her parents in their home. Who wanted them dead, and why, is 
a mystery. But Julie is smart enough to believe that their killer will come after her. 
Robie and Julie meet when he saves her from an attempt on her life as they were 
trying to leave town. The police investigating the hit start to take an interest in Robie. 
He's particularly attracting the interest of Special Agent Nicole Vance, who believes 
that the two cases are connected. Robie finds himself in a dangerous position as he is 
tasked to investigate a crime at which he was present. Does he need to change sides 
to save lives - including his own? 

Belinda Bauer Finders Keepers Pb $19.95 $17.95 The eight-year-old boy had vanished from the car and - as if by slick, sick magic - had 
been replaced by a note on the steering wheel: 'You don't love him'. At the height of 
summer a dark shadow falls across Exmoor. Children are being stolen from cars. Each 
disappearance is marked only by a terse note - a brutal accusation. There are no 
explanations, no ransom demands...and no hope. Policeman Jonas Holly faces a 
precarious journey into the warped mind of the kidnapper if he's to stand any chance 
of catching him. But - still reeling from a personal tragedy - is Jonas really up to the 
task? Because there's at least one person on Exmoor who thinks that, when it comes 
to being the first line of defence, Jonas Holly may be the last man to trust... 

J T Brannan Origin Pb $22.99 $20.70 Research scientist Evelyn Edwards always knew the Antarctic held deep secrets but 
the discovery of a 40,000 year old body buried under the ice caps surpasses even her 
wildest expectations. But just as her team begins extracting the body the dream turns 
into a horrific nightmare as they are targeted for death by someone who wants to 
keep this secret buried. Evelyn barely escapes with her life. On the run, alone and 
desperate, she turns to her ex-husband Matt Adams, a former member of an elite 
government unit, for help. Soon, they find themselves caught up in a frantic race 
against time, which takes them from Area 51 to the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva, 
as they try to uncover the biggest conspiracy of all time before it's too late for 
everyone. If mankind thought it knew its origins, the time has come to think again 
because its every belief is about to be challenged... 

Allison Brennan Stalked: Lucy 
Kincaid #5

Pb $13.50 $12.15 A new trainee at the FBI Academy in Quantico, Lucy Kincaid has already seen more 
than her share of murder and mayhem. Still reeling from the sex-crime case that 
sealed her reputation, she's found a true friend and mentor in Agent Tony Presidio. No 
matter what goes down at the Bureau, Tony's got her back - until he's called to New 
York to help investigate the murder of a reporter with ties to Lucy. But the reporter 
may not be the first victim of a patient killer with a penchant for revenge, and she's 
definitely not the last. Connections between closed cases, a missing person, and Tony 
himself lead Lucy to fear for those she cares for most. When the FBI is rocked by the 
death of one of their own, Lucy seeks the help of her boyfriend, private investigator 
Sean Rogan, to help put together the puzzle - and puts her career in jeopardy. But the 
harder she pushes for answers, the clearer the truth becomes...

MODERN CRIME
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Mary Burton Before She Dies Pb $19.99 $18.00 In death, they are purified. Holding his victims under water, he washes away their 
sins as they struggle for their last breath. Then he stakes their bodies to the ground, 
exposing them for what they really are. Witches, sent to tempt and to corrupt. No one 
knows about defence attorney Charlotte Wellington's murdered sister, or about her 
childhood spent with the carnival that's just arrived in town. For Charlotte, what's 
past is past. But others don't agree. And as a madman's body count rises, she and 
Detective Daniel Rokov are drawn into a mission that's become terrifyingly personal. 

Paul Cleave The Laughterhouse Tp $29.99 $27.00 Theodore Tate never forgot his first crime scene - ten-year-old Jessica Cole found 
dead in 'the Laughterhouse', an old abandoned slaughterhouse with the 'S' spray 
painted over. The killer was found and arrested. Justice was served. Or was it? Fifteen 
years later, there's a new killer on the loose and he has a list of people who were 
involved in Jessica's murder case, among them Doctor Stanton, a man with three 
young daughters. If Tate is going to help them, he has to find the connection between 
the killer, the 'Laughterhouse' and a growing list of murder victims. And he needs to 
figure it out fast, because Stanton and his daughters have been kidnapped, and 
Stanton is being forced to make an impossible decision; which one of his daughters is 
to die first. 

Barbara Cleverly The Blood Royal: 
Joe Sandilands #9

Pb $25.95 $23.35 It's 1922. Joe Sandilands is just back in England from his trip to India, and he has 
learned that his role at the Metropolitan Police has been expanded. Not only is he 
responsible for running CID, he is now also supposed to take up the reins on the 
Special Irish Branch, and he's juggling Irish terrorism and high-profile assassination 
attempts on prominent political officials. To top it all off, Joe locks horns with a 
Russian princess who is running a spy network out of Kensington. Then one of the 
assassination attempts is successful, and the pressure escalates. Joe must find out 
who is behind the violence: Irish or Russians?

Robin Cook Death Benefit Pb $19.99 $18.00 ia Grazdani is an exceptional yet aloof medical student working closely with Columbia 
University Medical Center's premier scientist. Their cutting edge research could 
revolutionize health care; creating replacement organs. Thorough her work with the 
brilliant molecular geneticist Dr Tobias Rothman, Pia knows she will not only be given 
the chance to fulfil her professional ambitions - but also maybe finally all push aside 
memories of her difficult, abusive childhood. However, tragedy strikes in the lab. Pia, 
with the help of infatuated classmate George Wilson, launches an investigation into 
the unforeseen calamity in the hospital's supposedly secure biosafety lab. Meanwhile, 
two ex-Wall Street whiz-kids think they have found another lodestone in the nation's 
multi-trillion dollar life insurance industry, and race to find ways to control the data - 
and make a killing. And as Pia and George dig deeper into the events at the lab, 
matters become increasingly suspicious...

Dean Crawford Apocalypse Tp $29.99 $27.00 A private Learjet filled with scientists travels across the ocean toward Miami. As it 
passes through the Bermuda Triangle, strange effects disturb the instruments and 
violent weather envelops the aircraft until it plummets out of control and vanishes 
without trace. In Miami, Sheriff Kyle Sears arrives at a murder scene. A woman and 
her daughter have both been shot through the head. But while Sears is still on the 
scene he receives a phone call from the woman's husband. With uncanny accuracy, he 
predicts the immediate future just as it unfolds around Sears, before revealing that he, 
too, will be murdered within 24 hours. The man gives him the name of someone he 
must contact. Ethan Warner. As Ethan Warner and his partner Nicola Lopez race to 
investigate, they are thrown into the centre of a mind-boggling plot to blow a hole in 
the space-time continuum. 

Nelson DeMille The Panther: John 
Corey #6

Tp $29.99 $27.00 It's one of the most dangerous and volatile countries in the world: Yemen. A Middle 
Eastern hotbed of corruption and insurgency and the perfect training ground for 
Islamic terrorists. When Anti-Terrorist Task Force agent John Corey and his wife, FBI 
agent Kate Mayfield are assigned to overseas posts in Sana'a, Yemen's capital city, they 
are tasked with hunting down a high-ranking Al Qaeda operative. This man, known as 
Othman, is wanted for terrorist acts and multiple murders... and the CIA is convinced 
that he is planning a spectacular attack on the Americans stationed in Yemen. John 
and Kate quickly realize they are latecomers to a dangerous game that has been going 
on for years; they don't know the rules or what the score is. What they do know is 
that there is more to their assignment that meets the eye... and that the hunters are 
about to become the hunted. 
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Janet Evanovich Notorious Nineteen: 
Stephanie Plum #19

Tp $32.99 $29.70 After a slow summer of chasing low-level skips for her cousin Vinnie's bail bonds 
agency, Stephanie Plum finally lands an assignment that could put her checkbook back 
in the black. Geoffrey Cubbin, facing trial for embezzling millions from Trenton's 
premier assisted-living facility, has mysteriously vanished from the hospital after an 
emergency appendectomy. Now it's on Stephanie to track down the con man. The 
problem is, Cubbin has disappeared without a trace, a witness, or his money-hungry 
wife. Rumors are stirring that he must have had help with the daring escape... or that 
maybe he never made it out of his room alive. Since the hospital staff's lips seem to be 
tighter than the security, and it's hard for Stephanie to blend in to assisted living, 
Stephanie's Grandma Mazur goes in undercover. But when a second felon goes 
missing from the same hospital, Plum is forced into working side by side with 
Trenton's hottest cop, Joe Morelli, in order to crack the case. 

Janet Evanovich Wicked Business: 
Lizzy & Diesel #2

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Lizzy Tucker's once normal life as a pastry chef in Salem, Massachusetts, turns upside 
down as she battles both sinister forces and an inconvenient attraction to her 
unnaturally talented but off-limits partner, Diesel. When Harvard University English 
professor and dyed-in-the wool romantic Gilbert Reedy is mysteriously murdered and 
thrown off his fourth-floor balcony, Lizzy and Diesel take up his 20-year quest for the 
Luxuria Stone, an ancient relic believed by some to be infused with the power of lust. 
Following clues contained in a cryptic nineteenth-century book of sonnets, Lizzy and 
Diesel tear through Boston catacombs, government buildings, and multimillion-dollar 
residences. On their way they'll leave behind a trail of robbed graves, public 
disturbances, and general mayhem!

Ian Fleming Live and Let Die: 
James Bond #2 
[1954]

Pb $12.95 $11.65 Mr Big is brutal, brilliant and feared worldwide. Protected by Voodoo forces and the 
psychic powers of his prisoner Solitaire, he is an invincible SMERSH operative at the 
head of a ruthless smuggling ring. James Bond's new assignment will take him to the 
heart of the occult: to infiltrate this secret world and destroy Mr Big's global network. 
From Harlem's throbbing jazz joints to the shark-infested waters of Jamaica, enemy 
eyes watch Bond's every move. He must tread carefully to avoid a nightmarish fate. 

Vince Flynn The Last Man: 
Mitch Rapp #13

Tp $29.99 $27.00 The four dead guards didn't concern Mitch Rapp as much as the absence of the man 
they'd been paid to protect. Joe Rickman wasn't just another foot soldier. For the last 
eight years Rickman had run the CIA's clandestine operations in Afghanistan. It was a 
murky job that involved working with virtually every disreputable figure in the 
Islamic Republic. More than a quarter billion dollars in cash had passed through 
Rickman's hands during his tenure as the master of black ops and no one with a shred 
of sense wanted to know the details of how that money had been spent. At first glance 
it looks as if Rickman has been kidnapped, but Rapp knows certain things about his 
old friend that cause him to wonder if something more disturbing isn't afoot. Irene 
Kennedy, the director of the CIA, has ordered Rapp to find Rickman at all costs. And 
Rapp must navigate the ever-shifting landscape of Afghanistan as the Taliban, 
Iranians, Pakistanis and Russians all plot to claim their piece of the war torn state.

Robert Goddard Fault Line Pb $19.95 $17.95 A search for missing documents in an international mining company becomes a 
voyage into dangerous waters. A dead friend, a lost lover and a clutch of mysteries 
from Jonathan Kellaway's youth in Cornwall and Italy in the late 1960s come back to 
haunt him when he is tasked with discovering why there is a gaping hole in his 
employer's records - and to tempt him with the hope that he may at last learn the 
truth about the tragedies of those years. It is a truth that has claimed several victims 
before. If he pursues it hard and long enough, he may only add himself to the list. But 
pursue it he will. Because the truth, he comes to realize, is the secret that has 
consumed his life. This time he will not stop... until he has found it. 
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Ed Gorman Bad Moon Rising: 
Sam McCain #9

Pb $17.95 $16.15 A hippie commune has invaded Black River Falls. While the majority of the 
townspeople believe that the bohemians have to right to stay despite how bizarre 
some of their ways can seem as always there is a minority that constantly accuses 
them of everything from criminal activities to Satanism. As usual, lawyer and private 
investigator Sam McCain finds himself in the middle of the controversy, especially 
when the teenage daughter of Paul Mainwaring, one of the town's wealthiest men, is 
found murdered in the commune's barn. A deeply troubled young man (and Vietnam 
vet) named Neil Cameron is immediately charged with the crime but Sam has serious 
doubts. 

Lucretia Grindle The Lost Daughter: 
Alessandro Pallioti 
#2

Pb $19.99 $18.00 In Florence, a young American student goes missing. At first neither Alessandro 
Pallioti, one of the city's most senior policemen, nor Enzo Saenz, his deputy, are too 
concerned. But soon the men are horrified to discover that the older man Kristen has 
been spending time with is Antonio Tomaselli, a member of the notorious Red 
Brigades. Then, before the police can get a handle on the case, Kristen's step-mother, 
Anna, also vanishes. Before long Enzo finds himself enmeshed in a web of false 
identities, betrayed loyalties, and revenge. At its centre is Anna, a woman he is 
increasingly drawn to, but knows he should not trust; and at stake is the life of an 
eighteen year old girl. With the horrors of the past rising behind him and the women's 
futures hanging in the balance, Enzo Saenz is on unfamiliar ground and playing the 
most deadly game of his life.

John Grisham The Racketeer Hb $39.99 $36.00 Given the importance of what they do, and the controversies that often surround 
them, and the violent people they sometimes confront, it is remarkable that in the 
history of the USA only four active federal judges have been murdered. Judge 
Raymond Fawcett just became number five. His body was found in the small basement 
of a lakeside cabin he had built himself and frequently used on weekends. When he 
did not show up for a trial on Monday morning, his law clerks panicked, called the 
FBI, and in due course the agents found the crime scene. There was no forced entry, 
no struggle, just two dead bodies - Judge Fawcett and his young secretary. I did not 
know Judge Fawcett, but I know who killed him, and why. I am a lawyer, and I am in 
prison. It's a long story. 

Derek Haas The Right Hand Tp $29.99 $27.00 Theft. Kidnapping. Assassination. There are some acts no government can sanction. 
There are some things all politicians must deny. Sometimes the left hand cannot know 
what the right hand is doing. Austin Clay is that right hand. His latest task: to track 
down a fellow CIA operative who has gone missing near Moscow. But nothing is what 
it seems, and he soon finds himself protecting a desperate woman with a deadly 
secret. Clay has always preferred to work on his own. But this time he has no choice - 
and no idea who to trust. 

Susan Hill A Question of 
Identity: Simon 
Serrailler #7

Tp $32.95 $29.65 Lafferton is struggling through a bitter winter, with heavy snowfalls paralysing the 
town, though at least the police can be sure the ram raiders who have been targeting 
antique and jewellers' shops will be lying low. The biggest worry the elderly have is 
how to keep warm, until 82-year-old Doris Upcott is found strangled in her home, 
followed by the deaths of two other residents of the same sheltered housing complex. 
Each time, the murderer has left a unique signature at the crime scene which should 
help DCS Simon Serrailler, desperate to identify him before he kills again. When links 
are found between these and three similar murders elsewhere, Serrailler is obliged to 
cross deep into unfamiliar territory in his search for answers. 

Fergus Hume The Mystery of a 
Hansom Cab [1886]

Pb $12.95 $11.65 Fergus Hume's sensational novel The Mystery of a Hansom Cab is Australia's original 
blockbuster and international best-selling crime novel. First published in 1886, it was 
an overnight sensation, selling hundreds of thousands of copies around the world and 
being translated into eleven languages. Over a century later, Hansom Cab has lost 
none of its page-turning power. Set in the charming and deadly streets of Melbourne, 
this brilliantly plotted murder thriller tells the story of a crime committed by an 
unknown assassin. With its panoramic depiction of a bustling yet uneasy city, Hansom 
Cab has a central place in Australian literary history. 
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Graham Ison Gunrunner: Brock & 
Poole #11

Pb $24.95 $22.45 On Christmas Day, Detective Chief Inspector Brock's celebrations are interrupted 
when he is called to a murder at Heathrow Airport. Kerry Hammond was due to fly 
out to New York with her husband - but never made it further than the car park. 
Brock and his sidekick, DS Dave Poole, put Kerry's husband at the top of their suspect 
list, but the case becomes increasingly complex, and they find themselves embroiled 
in a complex case of smuggling that stretches from the South of France to Central 
London . . . 

Mons Kallentoft Autumn Killing: 
Detective Malin 
Fors #3

Tp $29.99 $27.00 It is Autumn in Linkoping and the heavens have opened, but not even these biblical 
rains can wash away the blood of crimes past and present.Then the brutally-stabbed 
body of self-made Internet billionaire Jerry Petersson is discovered floating facedown 
in the moat surrounding his home, the imposing Skogsa Castle.Malin Fors, the 
brilliant but flawed star of the Linkoping police force, is already struggling to keep her 
life together following the recent murder attempt on her teenage daughter, Tove. 
Now, as the Petersson case forces Malin to delve deep into Linkoping's history and her 
own family's past, the secrets she uncovers threaten to drown her, too...

Jim Kelly Nightrise: Return of 
Philip Dryden #1

Hb $39.95 $35.95 Journalist Philip Dryden is shocked to be informed by police that his father has been 
killed in a car accident - he drowned during the fenland floods of 1977, 35 years 
before. At the same time, two unrelated cases are demanding Dryden's professional 
attention: a body riddled with bullets found hanging in the middle of a lettuce field, 
and a couple protesting that the local council has buried their baby daughter in a 
pauper's grave without permission. As Dryden pieces the clues together, he realizes 
that the three cases may be related after all...

Philip Kerr Prague Fatale: 
Bernard Gunther #8

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Bernie Gunther returns to his desk on homicide from the horrors of the Eastern Front 
to find Berlin changed for the worse. He begins to investigate the death of a railway 
worker, but is obliged to drop everything when Reinhard Heydrich of the SD orders 
him to Prague to spend a weekend at his country house. Bernie accepts reluctantly, 
especially when he learns that his fellow guests are all senior figures in the SS and SD. 
The weekend quickly turns sour when a body is found in a room locked from the 
inside. If Bernie fails to solve this impossible mystery; not only is his reputation at 
stake, but also that of Reinhard Heydrich, a man who cannot bear to lose face. 

Patricia 
MacDonald

Missing Child Pb $24.95 $22.45 One morning Caitlin Eckhart receives a phone call that changes her life forever - her 
much-loved six-year-old stepson Geordie has disappeared from school. It soon 
becomes clear that someone must have deliberately taken him. Distraught, Caitlin and 
her husband, Noah, make an anguished public appeal for his return. But Caitlin has a 
secret from her past that is about to catch up with her, and as Geordie's continued 
absence brings her relationship with Noah to breaking point, she stands to lose 
everything that she loves. 

Adrian Magson Deception: Harry 
Tate #3

Pb $24.95 $22.45 Former MI5 officer Harry Tate's skill at tracking down runaways is second to none - 
and the Security Services need his help. When MI6 ask him to trace Vanessa Tan, a 
lieutenant with the Royal Logistics Corps who failed to report for her return flight to 
Afghanistan, Harry instinctively feels it's a mission to avoid. But when he learns of the 
involvement of his former boss, Henry Paulton - the man who tried to have him killed 
- he agrees to take the job, and events soon take an unexpected turn . 
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Margaret Maron Three-Day Town: 
Deborah Knott #17

Pb $13.50 $12.15 After a year of marriage, Judge Deborah Knott and Sheriff's Deputy Dwight Bryant are 
off to New York City for a long-delayed honeymoon. January might not be the perfect 
time to take a bite of the Big Apple, but Dwight's sister-in-law has arranged for them 
to stay in her Upper West Side apartment for a week. Deborah had been asked to 
deliver a package to Lieutenant Sigrid Harald of the NYPD from Sigrid's Colleton 
County grandmother. But when the homicide detective comes to pick it up, the 
package is missing and the building's super is found murdered. Now despite their 
desire to enjoy a blissful winter getaway, Deborah and Dwight must team up with Lt. 
Harald to catch the killer before he strikes again. 

Andy McNab Red Notice Tp $32.95 $29.65 Deep beneath the English Channel, a small army of vicious terrorists has seized 
control of the Eurostar to Paris, taken 400 hostages at gunpoint - and declared war on 
a government that has more than its own fair share of secrets to keep. One man 
stands in their way. An off-duty SAS soldier is hiding somewhere inside the train. 
Alone and injured, he's the only chance the passengers and crew have of getting out 
alive. Meet Andy McNab's explosive new creation, Sergeant Tom Buckingham, as he 
unleashes a whirlwind of intrigue and retribution in his attempt to stop the terrorists 
and save everyone on board - including Delphine, the beautiful woman he loves.

J R Moehringer Sutton Tp $29.99 $27.00 Willie Sutton was born in the squalid Irish slums of Brooklyn, in the first year of the 
twentieth century, and came of age at a time when banks were out of control Over 
three decades, from Prohibition through the Great Depression, from the age of Al 
Capone until the reign of Murder Inc., police called Sutton one of the most dangerous 
men in New York, and the FBI put him on its first-ever Most Wanted list. But the 
public loved him. He never fired a shot, after all, and his victims were merely those 
bloodsucking banks. Based on extensive research, Sutton is the moving story of an 
enigmatic man, an arch criminal driven by love, forever seeking the beautiful woman 
who led him into a life of crime, then broke his heart and disappeared. 

Chris Mooney The Killing House: 
Malcolm Fletcher #1

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Rule number1: Don't Scream Four years ago, Theresa Herrera's ten-year-old son Rico 
was abducted. The police found little evidence and the case went cold. Theresa's 
husband has told her to move on, but she won't give up hope. Rule number 2: Don't 
call the police Today a mysterious woman invaded Theresa's home and told her that 
Rico is alive. Theresa talks on the phone to a young man who is, without question, her 
son. Rule number 3: Don't run. Don't fight The woman promises to reunite Theresa 
with Rico only if she will follow the rules. But it is the last rule that fills Theresa with 
horror...Rule number 4: Kill your husband and your son will live...Malcolm Fletcher - a 
former FBI profiler and now the nation's Most Wanted fugitive - arrives in Colorado to 
help Theresa and her husband find their son. But his arrival coincides with a 
dangerous and shocking twist in the case. Barely surviving his first encounter with a 
suspect, Fletcher embarks on his own secret investigation, with the police just behind 
him every step of the way.

James Patterson Alex Cross [film tie-
in]

Pb $19.99 $18.00 This is the book which inspired the film, as the legendary Alex Cross, created by the 
No. 1 bestselling author James Patterson, hits the big screen in a major motion picture 
starring Tyler Perry. Alex Cross was a rising star in the Washington, DC, Police 
Department when an unknown shooter gunned down his wife, Maria, in front of him. 
Alex's need for vengeance was placed on hold as he faced another huge challenge-
raising his children without their mother. Years later Alex is making a bold move in 
his life. He has left the FBI and set up practice as a psychologist once again. His life 
with Nana Mama, Damon, Jannie, and little Alex finally feels like it's in order. He even 
has a chance at a new love. Then Cross's former partner, John Sampson, calls in a 
favor. Now Cross must go on the hunt for the most cunning, psychotic killer he has 
ever faced... and it pushes him dangerously close to the breaking point. 
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Leif G W Persson Linda, as in the 
Linda Murder

Tp $32.95 $29.65 In the middle of an unusually hot Swedish summer, a young woman studying at the 
Vaxjo Police Academy is brutally murdered. Police Inspector Evert Backstrom is 
unwillingly drafted in from Stockholm to head up the investigation. Egotistical, vain 
and utterly prejudiced against everything, Backstropm is a man who has no sense of 
duty or responsibilty, thinks everyone with the exception of himself is an imbecile 
and is only really capable of warm feelings towards his pet goldfish and the nearest 
bottle of liquor. If they are to solve the case, his long suffering team must work 
around him, following the scant few leads which remain after Backstrom's 
intransigence has let the trail go cold. Blackly comic, thrillingly compelling and utterly 
real, "Linda, As in the Linda Murder" is the novel which introduces the reader to the 
modern masterpiece that is Evert Backlstrom, a man described by his creator as 'short, 
fat and primitive'. He is, without doubt, the real deal when it comes to modern 
policing. 

Leif G W Persson Another Time, 
Another Life

Pb $19.95 $17.95 Stockholm. 1975: Six young people take the entire staff of the West German embassy 
hostage, demanding that the Baader-Meinhof members being held as prisoners in 
West Germany be released immediately. The long siege ends with the deaths of two 
hostages and the wounding of several others, including the captors. 1989: When a 
Swedish civil servant is murdered, the two leading detectives on the case, Anna Holt 
and Bo Jarnebring, find their investigation hastily shelved by an incompetent and 
corrupt senior investigator. 1999. Lars Johansson, having just joined the Swedish 
Security Police, decides to tie up a few loose ends left behind by his predecessor: 
specifically, two files on Swedes who had allegedly collaborated on the 1975 takeover 
of the West German embassy, one of whom turned out to be the murder victim in 
1989. Johansson reopens the investigation and, with help from detectives Jarnebring 
and Holt, follows the leads - right up to the doorstep of Sweden's newly minted 
minister of justice. 

Brent Pilkey Savage Rage: Jack 
Warren #2

Pb $17.99 $16.20 Transferred to 53 Division - known as the "Sleepy Hollow of Toronto" - after the 
murder of his partner, officer Jack Warren yearns to return to 51 Division, where his 
former colleagues are busy pursuing a criminal mastermind. Randall Kayne has been 
committing violent, bloody crimes that are hitting close to home in 51 Division, yet he 
manages to stay just one step ahead of the police. Although Jack's wife wants him to 
leave the force entirely, an old enemy soon drags him into the Kayne case against his 
will, forcing a confrontation that only one of them can survive. Masterfully entering 
into the hearts and minds of the cops of 51 Division, the second book in this exciting 
series propels Jack Warren deeper into the dangers of underground Toronto. 

Ian Rankin Standing in Another 
Man's Grave: 
Inspector Rebus #18

Tp $32.99 $29.70 It's twenty-five years since John Rebus appeared on the scene, and five years since he 
retired. Not only is Rebus as stubborn and anarchic as ever, but he finds himself in 
trouble with Rankin's latest creation, Malcolm Fox of Edinburgh's internal affairs unit. 
Added to which, Rebus may be about to derail the career of his ex-colleague Siobhan 
Clarke, while himself being permanently derailed by mob boss and old adversary Big 
Ger Cafferty. But all Rebus wants to do is discover the truth about a series of 
seemingly unconnected disappearances stretching back to the millennium. The 
problem being, no one else wants to go there - and that includes Rebus's fellow 
officers. Not that any of that is going to stop Rebus. Not even when his own life and 
the careers of those around him are on the line. 

Ruth Rendell 13 Steps Down [TV 
tie-in]

Pb $19.95 $17.95 A classic Rendellian loner, Mix Cellini is superstitious about the number 13. Living in a 
decaying house in Notting Hill, Mix is obsessed with 10 Rillington Place, where the 
notorious John Christie committed a series of foul murders. He is also infatuated with 
a beautiful model who lives nearby - a woman who would not look at him twice. Mix's 
landlady, Gwendolen Chawcer is equally reclusive - living her life through her library 
of books. Both landlady and lodger inhabit weird worlds of their own. But when 
reality intrudes into Mix's life, a long pent-up violence explodes.
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Peter Robinson Meet Inspector 
Banks: Gallows 
View/ A Dedicated 
Man/ A Necessary 
End [omnibus]

Pb $29.99 $27.00 Former London policeman Alan Banks relocated to Yorkshire seeking some small 
measure of peace. Unfortunately, depravity and violence are not unique to large cities. 
His new home, the quaint little village of Eastdale, seems to have more than its fair 
share of malefactors. In this collection of Inspector Banks' first three cases in 
Yorkshire, CWA Dagger in the Library and Edgar Award-winning author Peter 
Robinson introduces a detective as brilliant as he is complex. These intricately plotted, 
gritty novels of suspense lay the foundation for a remarkably acclaimed detective 
series. 

Karen Rose Did You Miss Me? Tp $29.99 $27.00 The last thing Ford Elkhart remembers is walking his girlfriend back to her car. Now 
he's lying tied and gagged on a cold, dark floor, with only one chance to escape before 
he ends up like the bones surrounding him...Assistant State's Attorney Daphne 
Montgomery is devastated by her son's disappearance, and is immediately convinced 
that his kidnapping is connected to the white supremacist she's just had jailed for 
murder. FBI Special Agent Joseph Carter isn't so sure - especially when he learns that 
Ford's girlfriend is also missing. Is Ford's abduction payback for Daphne's courtroom 
victory? Or is he a pawn in an even more dangerous game? 

David Rosenfelt Heart of a Killer Pb $13.50 $12.15 Jamie Wagner is a young lawyer who is happy to be flying under the radar at a large 
firm doing background research for the partners. It's not that he isn't smart. He is. It's 
just that hard work, the whole legal world, isn't really his thing. Underachiever? Yes. 
Content? At least until the firm puts him on a case that turns his whole world upside 
down. Sheryl Harrison has served four years of a thirty-year murder sentence for 
killing her husband who she claims abused her and her daughter Karen. The case is 
settled. There shouldn't be anything for Jamie to do except Karen is sick. She has a 
congenital heart defect and will die without a transplant, and her rare blood type 
makes the chance of finding a matching donor remote. Sheryl wants to be that donor, 
and Jamie is in way over his head. Suicide, no matter the motive, is illegal, and Sheryl 
is put on suicide watch. Jamie's only shot at helping Sheryl and saving Karen is to 
reopen the murder case, prove Sheryl's innocence, and get her freed so that she can 
pursue her plan on her own. 

C J Sansom Dominion Tp $27.99 $25.20 1952. Twelve years have passed since Churchill lost to the appeasers and Britain 
surrendered to Nazi Germany after Dunkirk. As the long German war against Russia 
rages on in the east, the British people find themselves under dark authoritarian rule: 
the press, radio and television are controlled; the streets patrolled by violent auxiliary 
police and British Jews face ever greater constraints. Defiance is growing. In Britain, 
Winston Churchill's Resistance organization is increasingly a thorn in the 
government's side. And in a Birmingham mental hospital an incarcerated scientist, 
Frank Muncaster, may hold a secret that could change the balance of the world 
struggle for ever. Civil Servant David Fitzgerald, secretly acting as a spy for the 
Resistance, is given the mission by them to rescue his old friend Frank and get him 
out of the country. Before long he, together with a disparate group of Resistance 
activists, will find themselves fugitives in the midst of London's Great Smog; as 
David's wife Sarah finds herself drawn into a world more terrifying than she ever 
could have imagined. 

A K Shevchenko The Game Tp $32.99 $29.70 It has been twenty-five years since the four friends left school, burdened with the 
dark secret of a game that ended in tragedy. Now, driven by love, loss and loyalty, 
they meet to play Tony's game once more. Tony, the mastermind, has planned the 
moves that will take each player across continents. The rules are the same, but they 
have grown up, and the stakes are much, much higher. They will be forced to open a 
forgotten page of history: the Crimea conference of 1945, where three world leaders 
divided up the world and created a new map of Europe after the Second World War. 
How are the secret talks of those leaders connected with this dangerous new game? 
And why has Tony decided to play again? 
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Johan Theorin The Asylum Tp $32.95 $19.65 An underground passage leads from the Dell nursery to Saint Patricia's asylum. Only 
the children enter, leaving their minders behind. On the other side are their parents - 
some of the most dangerous psychopaths in the country... Jan has just started 
working at the nursery. He is a loner with many secrets but only one goal. He must 
get inside the asylum... What is his connection with one of the inmates, a famous 
singer? What really happened when a boy in his care went missing nine years ago? 
Who can we trust when everyone has something to hide? 

Charles Todd The Walnut Tree: A 
Holiday Tale 

Pb $19.99 $18.00 In 1914, while visiting her friend Madeleine, Lady Elspeth Douglas's life is thrown into 
chaos when war breaks out. Having just agreed to marry Alain, Madeleine's brother, 
Lady Elspeth watches him leave to join his unit, and then she sets out for England, 
only to find herself trapped on the French coast. Caught amid a sea of stranded 
travelers, terrified refugees, and wounded men, the restless Elspeth decides to make 
herself useful, carrying water to weary soldiers near the Front. It is an act of charity 
that almost gets her killed, she is rescued by Captain Peter Gilchrist. But before they 
can properly say good-bye, Elspeth and Peter are separated. Back in London, 
surrounded by familiar comforts, Elspeth is haunted by the horrors she witnessed in 
France. She also cannot forget Peter, even though she has promised herself to Alain. 
Transformed by her experience, Elspeth goes to London and enrolls in a nursing 
course, determined to return to the battlefields of France to do her part... and to find 
the man she has no right to love.

Ellery Adams Written in Stone: 
Books by the Bay #4

Pb $13.50 $12.15 When ""Munin Cooper," " known as the Witch of Oyster Bay, warns Olivia Limoges 
that death is coming, neither of them realize that it is the older woman herself who 
will soon be found dead. And Olivia's instincts tell her that something--or someone--
more sinister than a mystical force is at play..." Olivia has a lot on her plate preparing 
for the Coastal Carolina Food Festival. When she hears the news of Munin's untimely 
death, however, finding the murderer takes priority. The witch left behind a memory 
jug full of keepsakes that Olivia knows must point to the killer--but she's got to figure 
out what they mean. With handsome Police Chief Rawlings by her side, Olivia starts to 
identify some of the jug's mysterious contents--and finds its secrets are much darker 
than she suspected. Now Olivia must enlist the help of the Bayside Book Writers to 
solve the puzzle behind the piece of pottery and put an end to a vengeful killer before 
any more damage can be done... 

Sandra Balzo Triple Shot: Maggie 
Thorsen #7

BC $24.95 $22.45 There's a chill in the Wisconsin air, and it's a shot in the arm - a triple espresso shot - 
to Uncommon Grounds, the Brookhills coffeehouse owned by Maggy Thorsen and real 
estate maven Sarah Kingston. Their new autumn drink is a huge success. But two 
estate agents have died lately, and Sarah herself is under investigation for 
irregularities at her job. Then a stench begins to percolate through the coffeehouse, 
and soon it's clear that corpses - like other bad things - do indeed come in threes...

Michael Bond Monsieur 
Pamplemousse 
Afloat: Monsieur 
Pamplemousse #11 
[1998]

Pb $17.99 $16.20 The beloved creator of Paddington Bear provides another taste of mystery for crime-
solving duo Monsieur Pamplemousse and Pommes Frites When the Director of Le 
Guide offers up a holiday on the Canal de Bourgogne, Monsieur Pamplemousse is 
unaware that there are strings attached - several, in fact. Things are not quite as 
peaceful as they seem among the vineyards of Burgundy, and family rivalries and 
resentments from long past culminate in a series of strange occurrences. Monsieur 
Pamplemousse, accompanied of course by his faithful bloodhound Pommes Frites, 
finds himself caught up in the trouble. Before the holiday is over the crime-solving 
duo will have to cope with the perils of portholes, a dead parrot, missing 
undergarments, the advances of a Marilyn Monroe lookalike, and an assassin 
disguised as a nun... 

Michael Bond Monsieur 
Pamplemousse on 
Vacation: Monsieur 
Pamplemousse #13 
[2002]

Pb $17.99 $16.20 The celebrated creator of Paddington Bear creates another recipe for adventure for his 
heroes Monsieur Pamplemousse and Pommes Frites. Monsieur Pamplemousse is 
looking forward to a well-earned break in the South of France courtesy of his 
employer - all he has to do is collect a piece of artwork for Le Guide's Director. But 
when his contact fails to show and a dismembered body is washed up outside the 
hotel, the holiday mood evaporates. As Pamplemousse struggles with the case (and 
with modern technology) his ever-faithful bloodhound Pommes Frites is on hand 
offering proof why, during his time with the Paris Surete, he was one of their top 
sniffer dogs. 

COSY CRIME
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Jacklyn Brady Arsenic and Old 
Cake: Piece of Cake 
#3

Pb $13.50 $12.15 Blind man's bluff With business going stale at Zydeco Cakes, Rita Lucero has plenty to 
worry about. But when the blind trumpet player Old Dog Leg Magee asks for a favor, 
she can't say no. His brother Monroe disappeared forty years ago, and now someone 
has shown up claiming to be him. Old Dog Leg needs Rita to be his eyes--and see if it's 
really his brother. The Twisted Palms Bed and Breakfast is full of unsavory characters, 
Monroe included. Posing as newlyweds, Rita and her friend Gabriel check in, only to 
discover that Monroe's true identity isn't the only mystery they'll have to solve. When 
another guest at the Twisted Palms turns up dead, it seems the mysterious man might 
also be a murderer... 

Ali Brandon A Novel Way to Die: 
Black Cat Bookshop 
#3

Pb $13.50 $12.15 As the owner of Pettistone's Fine Books, Darla is settling nicely into her new life, even 
reaching an uneasy truce with Hamlet. Unfortunately, when she needs to hire a new 
clerk, the finicky feline decides to lend a paw to the hiring process. He chases away 
applicants who don't meet his approval, finally settling on an unlikely candidate: 
Robert, a book-loving Goth kid who has a secret only Hamlet knows. And Hamlet can't 
seem to stay out of trouble. One of the bookstore's regular customers, a man who is 
renovating a local brownstone, claims he's seen Hamlet prowling the neighborhood. 
When the man's business partner is found dead, Darla discovers that Hamlet may have 
been the only witness to what could be murder. With the crafty cat's help, she 
wonders if they just might be able to pounce on a killer... 

Simon Brett The Corpse on the 
Court: Fethering #14

Hb $39.95 $35.95 The genteel game of Real Tennis takes a murderous twist in the new Fethering 
mystery Jude's life has been turned upside-down thanks her new man, Piers Targett, 
who's keen to get her involved in his hobby - or obsession - of Real Tennis. But when 
one of Piers' friends dies on the court in suspicious circumstances, Jude finds herself 
caught up in the police investigation. Meanwhile, Jude's neighbour Carole is trying to 
identify the human remains known locally as the 'Lady in the Lake.' As the two 
investigations become intertwined, Carole and Jude's efforts to find the truth look set 
to lead to more murders. 

Emily 
Brightwell

Mrs Jeffries and the 
Mistletoe Mix-Up: 
Mrs Jeffries #29

Pb $11.95 $8.70 Moments after a high tea is interrupted by a fire in the servants' hall, art collector 
Daniel McCourt is found sprawled on the floor of his study under a bundle of 
mistletoe, his throat slit by the bloody sword lying next to his body. Could the killer 
be a disgruntled lover, sending a message by murdering McCourt under the mistletoe? 
Could it be one of his fellow collectors, pointedly using one of McCourt's own 
acquisitions to kill him? Inspector Witherspoon is determined to solve the case--
preferably before Christmas Eve--but of course he will need some assistance from the 
always sharp-witted Mrs. Jeffries, who has her own theories on why McCourt had to 
die by the sword... 

JoAnna Carl The Chocolate 
Castle Clue: 
Chocoholic #11

Pb $13.50 $12.15 After Lee McKinney goes rummaging in a locked file cabinet, a 45-year-old cold case 
starts to heat up the town of Warner Pier. When Lee discovers a dusty trophy hidden 
away inside TenHuis Chocolade, she is eager to share it with her aunt Nettie. The 
timing couldn't be better - Nettie is hosting a reunion for her old high school singing 
group, the Pier-O-Ettes. Unfortunately, the trophy brings back terrible memories of 
the night of the group's trophy-winning performance at the Castle Ballroom. The 
ballroom's owner was found shot to death. The insurance company called it suicide; 
his wife insisted it must have been an accident; the town whispered, "Murder." Now 
Lee has a mystery to solve. Before she can take aim at the events of the past, someone 
turns up murdered in the here and now. Lee needs to keep her eye on the prize and 
hope the trophy will be the clue to finding the killer - before she ends up as a target 
herself...

Elizabeth Lynn 
Casey

Let It Sew: 
Southern Sewing 
Circle #7

Pb $13.50 $12.15 Down south, the holidays mean family - and for Yankee librarian Tori Sinclair, family 
means the Sweet Briar Ladies Society sewing circle. It may not be a white Christmas, 
but it's one she'll never forget - no matter how hard she tries...  Instead of spending a 
nice, relaxing Christmas with her fiance, Tori Sinclair has been drafted into Sweet 
Briar's holiday Decorating Committee. And the season has brought sad tidings as well: 
Charlotte Devereaux, a sewing circle founding member who unraveled after her 
storybook marriage fell apart, has passed away. Charlotte's last days were foggy, 
distressed, and feverish... except for the sketches she produced. One detail in 
particular jumps out at Tori and leads to a shocking revelation: Charlotte's husband 
didn't leave her - he was murdered! And as she gets closer to the truth, Tori will 
discover that just about everyone in town has got notches on the naughty list this 
year.
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Laura Childs Skeleton Letters: 
Scrapbooking #9

Pb $13.50 $12.15 The last thing Carmela Bertrand and her friend Ava expect to bear witness to in St. 
Tristan's Church is a crime. But now a beloved member of their scrapbooking circle is 
lying lifeless next to a smashed statue of St. Sebastian - and a mysterious hooded 
figure has absconded with an antique crucifix. With so many tourists passing through 
the church, the police don't have a prayer of finding the killer. But if anyone can get to 
the bottom of the crime, it's Carmela's main squeeze, Detective Edgar Babcock - with a 
little assistance from some scrappy sleuths. As Carmela and Ava are drawn deeper 
into New Orleans' French Quarter in search of the missing crucifix, they discover that 
this is one killer they don't want to cross...

Kate Collins Nightshade on Elm 
Street: Flower Shop 
#13

Pb $13.50 $12.15 In addition to running her flower shop, planning her wedding, and juggling two 
mothers who both want to host an elaborate bridal shower, Abby Knight is facing 
another complication. Her ditzy cousin Jillian asks her and her longtime beau, Marco, 
a private detective, to find a woman who's gone missing from the exclusive beach 
house belonging to Jillian's in-laws, the Osbornes. The missing woman is also the 
fiancee of Pryce Osborne, a wet noodle with a big bank account who dumped Abby 
just before their wedding several years ago. Merely being anywhere near Pryce makes 
Abby's insecurities grow like kudzu. Then a woman's drowned body surfaces, and 
Pryce becomes a prime suspect in her death. Unless Abby and Marco can get a killer to 
come clean, their bridal shower will turn into a complete washout... and Pryce will be 
exchanging a sunny beach for a prison cell.

Cleo Coyle Holiday Buzz: 
Coffeehouse #12

Pb $13.50 $12.15 Holiday time is party time in New York City, but after a sparkling winter bash ends 
with a murder, Village Blend coffeehouse manager Clare Cosi vows to put the killer on 
ice... At the Great New York Cookie Swap, pastry chefs bake up their very best for 
charity. Clare is in charge of the beverage service, and her famous Fa-la-la-la Lattes 
make the gathering even merrier. But her high spirits come crashing down to earth, 
when she discovers the battered body of a hard-working baker's assistant. Police 
suspect a serial attacker whose escalating crimes have become known as The 
Christmas Stalkings. Clare's boyfriend, NYPD detective Mike Quinn, finds reason to 
believe even more sinister forces are involved. Clare isn't so sure - and when she finds 
a second bludgeoned baker, she becomes a target. Now Clare is spending the holiday 
season pouring over clues, and she's not going to rest until justice is served.

Lee Hollis Death of a Country 
Fried Redneck: 
Hayley Powell #1

Pb $13.50 $12.15 Local food and drink writer Hayley Powell thinks she's done solving murders in scenic 
Bar Harbor, Maine. But when a taste of the South comes to New England, Hayley's 
following another recipe for disaster. After she wins over country music superstar 
Wade Springer with her home cooking, single mom Hayley Powell finds their new 
found relationship hitting a sour note when Wade's roadie turns up dead with one of 
her trademark chicken legs stuffed in his mouth. 

Kate Kingsbury Herald of Death: 
Pennyfoot Hotel 
Special #3

Pb $13.50 $12.15 The Christmas Angel is a welcome sight during the winter season - but not this year. 
A killer is afoot in Badgers End, cutting a lock of hair from the victims and sticking a 
gold angel on their foreheads. Cecily Sinclair Baxter already promised her husband 
that she'd take a hiatus from sleuthing. But three killings have created a blizzard of 
bad publicity - and guests are canceling their hotel reservations. Cecily pokes around, 
but the victims seem unrelated. Then the killer claims a fourth and fifth victim, 
obviously not slowing down for the holidays - so neither will Cecily. She will have to 
stop the angel of death from striking again, leaving murder under the tree... 

Cricket McRae Deadly Row to Hoe: 
Home Crafting #6

Pb $23.95 $21.55 As a member of a community supported agriculture (CSA) farm, Sophie Mae wrangles 
weeds in exchange for tasty, organic treats. But she almost loses her appetite when a 
dead body is found in the compost heap. The murder victim is Darla Klick, an 
ornithologist. Between baby-making dates with her husband, the police detective, 
Sophie Mae decides to really get her hands dirty and discover who killed the young, 
sweet-natured "bird lady". 
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Shirley 
Rousseau 
Murphy

Cat Telling Tales 
(#17 Joe Grey)

BC $12.99 $11.70 Even the bright seaside village of Molena Point has been hit hard by the economic 
downturn, and many residents are abandoning their pets. While feline P. I. Joe Grey's 
human friends join together to care for the starving cats, a fire leaves a twelve-year-
old boy homeless, the body of his alcoholic guardian discovered in the smoldering 
ruins. Meanwhile, Debbie Kraft descends uninvited on the Damens' home with her 
two children, claiming that she has no money and nowhere else to go. But when Joe 
learns that the victim of the fire was Debbie's estranged mother, and that Debbie's ex-
husband may be involved in a number of intricate real estate scams, his fur is on end 
with suspicion. But it's not until Debbie's abandoned tomcat arrives that the pieces of 
the puzzle begin to come together for Joe and his feline detective pals.

Elaine Viets Murder Is a Piece of 
Cake: Josie Marcus 
#8

Pb $13.50 $12.15 As a bride-to-be, Josie's latest assignment is absolutely fitting - investigating wedding 
flowers and wedding cakes. Josie can't wait to pick out the details to make her own 
wedding perfect, even as her fiance Ted's outrageous mother has plans to turn the 
celebration into an over-the-top extravaganza. Still, the pistol-packing Lenore does 
come in handy when she draws her gun on Molly - a homicidal bridezilla who 
threatens to kill Ted unless he agrees to marry her - and saves the day. Josie thinks 
the worst pre-wedding disaster is behind her - until Molly is shot and Lenore becomes 
the prime suspect. With her mother-in-law behind bars and her wedding on hold, 
Josie's about to become fully engaged in finding the bridezilla killer and getting her 
own wedding back on track... 

Guy Adams Sherlock: The 
Casebook

Hb $39.95 $35.95 Fans of Sherlock Holmes will already be familiar with The Great Game - in which all 
characters and events in the novels are assumed real and discussed accordingly. BBC 
hit Sherlock has brought Conan Doyle's legendary detective to a whole new audience 
and Sherlock: The Casebook is The Great Game for the next generation. This is no 
ordinary guide... Each case is brought to life on the page and re-examined through Dr 
Watson's blog, Inspector Lestrade's police reports, newspaper articles about the 
crimes, Sherlock's detective notes and any other surviving clues from the cases. 
Interspersed amongst the evidence are exclusive interviews with the stars of the 
show, Benedict Cumberbatch, Martin Freeman and Rupert Graves, writers and co-
creators Mark Gatiss and Steven Moffat and the production team on everything from 
writing the scripts and bringing the characters to life on screen to set design and 
production. This is a multi-dimensional companion to Sherlock and a glorious tribute 
to the world-famous detective.

Anna Dean A Place of 
Confinement: Dido 
Kent #4

Hb $39.95 $35.95 Dido Kent's sister-in-law Margaret is attempting to marry her off to the ghastly 
clergyman Doctor Prowdlee, with his abominable side-whiskers. Dido, however, is 
determined to refuse him. As punishment she is sent on a journey as companion to 
her rich, hypochondriac Aunt Manners - whom the family wants to keep on the right 
side of. When they arrive at Charcombe Manor, Aunt Manners' childhood home, they 
find a mystery lying in wait for them. The rich heiress Letitia Verney has disappeared 
while visiting the house, and Mr Tom Lomax is suspected of abducting her. Dido, upon 
hearing his story, is inclined to believe in his innocence - but how is she to explain 
the impossibility of Miss Verney vanishing into thin air? And there is also the 
abandoned wing of Charcombe Manor to be considered. Why do lights appear there at 
night? The house is full of enigmas, with its memories of old family quarrels and its 
crying ghost that keeps visitors awake. As the mystery intensifies, Miss Dido Kent 
embarks on her most intriguing investigation yet... 

Paul Doherty Bloodstone: Brother 
Athelstan #11

Pb $24.95 $22.45 December, 1380. When the corpse of Sir Robert Kilverby is discovered in a locked 
room, Brother Athelstan accompanies the King's coroner to investigate. For Sir Robert 
had in his possession a priceless relic, a sacred bloodstone, which has now 
disappeared. Did Sir Robert die of natural causes or was he murdered? Athelstan is 
sceptical of rumours of a curse hanging over Sir Robert, but when it is discovered that 
a second old soldier has been gruesomely slain on the same night, the rumours no 
longer seem so far-fetched...

HISTORICAL CRIME
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Anna Lee Huber The Anatomist's 
Wife: Lady Darby #1

Pb $23.95 $21.55 Scotland, 1830. Following the death of her husband, Lady Darby has taken refuge at 
her sister's estate, finding solace in her passion for painting. But when her hosts 
throw a house party for the cream of London society, Kiera is unable to hide from the 
ire of those who believe her to be as unnatural as her husband, an anatomist who 
used her artistic talents to suit his own macabre purposes. Kiera wants to put her past 
aside, but when one of the house guests is murdered, her brother-in-law asks her to 
utilize her knowledge of human anatomy to aid the insufferable Sebastian Gage - a 
fellow guest with some experience as an inquiry agent. While Gage is clearly more 
competent than she first assumed, Kiera isn't about to let her guard down as 
accusations and rumors swirl. When Kiera and Gage's search leads them to even more 
gruesome discoveries, a series of disturbing notes urges Lady Darby to give up the 
inquiry. But Kiera is determined to both protect her family and prove her innocence, 
even as she risks becoming the next victim...

Bernard Knight Crowner's Crusade 
[John Crowner 
prequel]

Hb $39.95 $35.95 1192. Returning from the Holy Land at the end of the Third Crusade with Richard the 
Lionheart, King of England, Sir John de Wolfe, a Devon knight, finds England 
simmering with rebellion. Discovering a body washed up on the shores of the River 
Exe, its throat cut, Sir John deduces that he was a king's courier. Tasked by Hubert 
Walter, the Chief Justiciar, to find out why the man died and who killed him, Sir John 
de Wolfe finds himself drawn unwillingly into affairs of state. His new career as a 
king's coroner is about to begin...

Bruce MacBain Roman Games: 
Plinius Secundus #1

Tp $29.99 $27.00 Rome: 3 September, 96 AD. Sextus Ingentius Verpa, imperial senator, notorious 
informer and scheming minion of the despotic Emperor Domitian, has been butchered 
in the night. The murder of a cruel master by a slave driven beyond endurance, or the 
first move in something infinitely more dangerous? The Emperor has decreed that 
punishment will be swift and has commissioned Gaius Plinius Secundus - better 
known as Pliny the Younger - to investigate. Pliny is no detective, but unless he can 
find the murderer by the close of the 'Ludi Romani', or Roman Games, all Verpa's 
slaves - forty men and women - will be burned alive in the arena. That gives Pliny just 
fifteen days to uncover the murderer. Fifteen days that will draw him deep into an 
underworld of secretive cults. Fifteen days to unravel a plot that leads to the very 
heart of the Imperial household. Fifteen days that will threaten the very stability of 
Rome itself. 

Edward Marston A Bespoke Murder: 
Inspector Marmion 
& Sergeant  Keedy 
#1

Pb $26.95 $24.25 May 1915. While thousands of Britons fight in the trenches, a severely depleted police 
force remains behind to keep the Home Front safe. In London, the sinking of the 
Lusitania sparks an unprecedented wave of anti-German riots and arson attacks 
across the city. Among the victims is the immigrant tailor Jacob Stein, found dead in 
his burnt-out shop. Detective Inspector Harvey Marmion and Sergeant Joe Keedy 
must take on this case of cover-ups and contradictions and track down Jacob's killer - 
a hunt which carries them from the crime-ridden streets of wartime London to the 
chaos of the front line. But is the murder simply the result of a tragic excess of 
wartime hysteria, or perhaps a more premeditated crime? 

Theresa Murphy  McFeeley's 
Rebellion 

Hb $39.95 $35.95 The regime of James II is under threat. An intelligence corps, formed under the 
leadership of Lord John Churchill, is designed to gather information on the Monmouth 
Rebellion and quash the rebels. Created as a two-man unit, it is commanded by 
enigmatic veteran Colm McFeeley, a double-agent used to mistrust from both sides. 
Given the perilous missions selected for him, McFeeley is accepting of the fact he is 
unlikely to survive the rebellion and that in the merciless aftermath of war the 
atrocities will continue. If he remains alive it will be difficult to adjust to civilized 
living. Killing always becomes addictive... 
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Anne Perry A Sunless Sea: 
William Monk #18

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Inspector William Monk: In search of justice, he will not stop until he has found the 
truth. 1864: When the body of a brutally mutilated body of a woman is found on 
Limehouse Pier, Monk's enquiries into her death unearth a suspicious connection 
between the victim and Dr Lambourn, a recently deceased scientist and staunch 
supporter for a new pharmaceutical bill aimed to regulate the sale of opium. 
Investigating further, Monk learns that Lambourn's widow refuses to believe that her 
husband's death was suicide; she is convinced that he was murdered by government 
officials intent on keeping the lucrative trade of opium flowing. With pressure 
mounting for the police to find the Limehouse killer, Monk is propelled headlong into 
an investigation that will delve the darkest depths of the opium trade and threatens 
to expose corruption in the very highest echelons of society... 

Anne Perry A Christmas 
Homecoming: 
Christmas Novellas 
#9 

Pb $19.99 $18.00 A Victorian tale of murder and intrigue taking place on a snowy Christmas in 
1897...During a bitter snowstorm, a mysterious stranger descends on the Netheridges' 
country home in Whitby, where a group of renowned actors have gathered to prepare 
a Boxing Day production of Dracula. Amidst an atmosphere of competing theatrical 
egos and artistic disagreements, the unknown Mr Ballin is brutally murdered. 
Determined to uncover the truth, but without help from the police who cannot reach 
the house through the snow, Caroline Fielding begins to investigate the circumstances 
surrounding the puzzling affair. Who was the victim? Was his appearance at the house 
as innocent and as circumstantial as he professed? And which of the guests knows 
more than they are letting on? 

June Thomson The Secret Journals 
of Sherlock Holmes 

Pb $17.99 $16.20 As Dr Watson's old manuscripts, deliberately unpublished to protect the names of 
those they concern, are released into the public, a multitude of previously unseen 
cases are revealed. An American millionaire receives threatening letters from a 
sinister Black Hand ...A mysterious box terrifies a shop keeper ...Holmes and Watson 
feel the influence of an old enemy from beyond the grave ...And a tragedy occurs 
which Sherlock Holmes will never be able to forgive himself for failing to prevent. 
From the smoky streets of London to a countryside mental institution, the renowned 
detective and his faithful sidekick Watson must use all their cunning and skills to 
solve this array of mysteries. With murders, madness and diamonds abound, June 
Thomson continues the Holmes canon with a brilliance and ingenuity that perfectly 
captures where Conan Doyle left off. 

Kate Williams The Pleasures of 
Men

BC $19.99 $18.00 Spitalfields, 1840. A murderer nicknamed The Man of Crows. A heroine with a 
mysterious past and a vivid imagination. Catherine Sorgeiul lives with her Uncle in a 
rambling house in London's East End. When a murderer strikes, ripping open the 
chests of young girls and stuffing hair into their mouths to resemble a crow's beak, 
Catherine is fascinated, and devours news of his exploits. As the murders cause panic 
throughout the city, she comes to believe she can channel the voices of his victims 
and that they will lead her to The Man himself. But she's already far closer than she 
realises - and lurking behind the lies she's been told about her past are secrets more 
deadly and devastating than anything her imagination can conjure.

Kathryn Bonella Snowing in Bali: 
The Incredible 
Inside Account of 
Bali's Hidden Drug 
World 

Tp $34.99 $31.50 It's snowing in Bali. Among Bali's drug dealers it's the code for a huge cocaine 
shipment having just landed. For the men who run the country's drug empires, it's 
time to get rich and party hard. Snowing in Bali is the story of the drug trafficking and 
dealing scene that's made Bali one of the world's most important destinations in the 
global distribution of narcotics. With its central location to the Asia Pacific market, its 
thriving tourist industry to act as cover for importation, and a culture of corruption 
that can easily help law enforcement turn a blind eye, Bali has long been a paradise 
for traffickers as well as for holiday-makers. Kathryn Bonella, bestselling author of 
Hotel Kerobokan, has been given extraordinary access into the lives of some of the 
biggest players in Bali's drug world, both past and present. She charts their rise to 
incredible wealth and power, and their drug-fuelled lifestyles, filled with orgies, 
outrageous extravagance and surfing. But running international drug empires in Bali 
can also be a highly risky business, with terrible consequences for those caught and con
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Kathryn Bonella Hotel Kerobokan: 
The Shocking Inside 
Story of Bali's Most 
Notorious Jail

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Welcome to Hotel Kerobokan, the ironic name given to Bali's most notorious jail by its 
inmates. It's a bizarre nether world where murderers sleep alongside petty thieves, 
drug and alcohol addiction is rife, guards are corrupt and money talks. Into this 
hellhole have passed a procession of the infamous and the tragic: the Bali bombers, 
Gold Coast beautician Schapelle Corby, the Bali Nine and Chris Packer, among many 
others. The inmates' grim experiences are at stark odds with the holiday paradise that 
exists just beyond Kerobokan's dank concrete walls. Hotel Kerobokan is the shocking 
inside story of the jail and its inmates - famous, infamous and unknown, written by an 
Australian with unprecedented access to the inside. Kathryn Bonella spent a year in 
Bali, entering the jail every day to co-write Schapelle Corby's bestselling 2006 
autobiography. Now she's telling the incredible story of the jail itself. Backed up by 
interviews with prisoners past and present, the truth about Hotel Kerobokan explodes 
off the page. Simultaneously mesmerising and stomach-turning, Hotel Kerobokan 
paints a confronting picture.

Pamela Burton The Waterlow 
Killings: A Portrait 
of a Family Tragedy 

Tp $29.99 $27.00 Anthony Waterlow left his decrepit room in a run-down boarding house at 4.45 p.m 
on Monday 9 November 2009. By 6 p.m, the 42-year-old was seen leaving another 
home: his sister Chloe's in Randwick. He left behind her slaughtered body and that of 
their father; celebrated art curator Nick Waterlow. The pair had been stabbed multiple 
times, in front of Chloe's three young children. The Waterlow Killings delves beneath 
the public face of a successful and affluent family, to reveal private suffering that even 
their closest friends could not have guessed. The story takes us deep into the world of 
musical, literary and visual artists who defy conventionality, push boundaries and 
become international celebrities. But behind that apparently glamorous life of the 
Waterlow's with British aristocratic blood lines and Nick's art world fame lay a story 
of love, despair and torment. Anthony Waterlow's descent into the pits of a mental 
darkness began at a young age. 

Matt Baglio & 
Antonio Mendez

Argo: How the CIA 
and Hollywood 
Pulled Off the Most 
Audacious Rescue 
in History

Pb $19.99 $18.00 This is the declassified CIA story that inspired the new film from Ben Affleck and 
George Clooney. Tehran, November 1979. Militant students stormed the American 
embassy and held sixty Americans captive for a gruelling 444 days. But until now the 
CIA has never revealed the twist to the Iran Hostage Crisis: six Americans escaped. 
The escape plot was run by Antonio Mendez, head of the CIA's extraction team and a 
master of disguise. Mendez came up with an idea so daring and potentially foolish 
that it seemed destined for Hollywood...and indeed it was. He invented a fake sci-fi 
film called "Argo". After announcing the production to the movie industry, Mendez put 
together a team of real 1970s Hollywood actors, directors and producers - along with 
covert CIA officers. They would travel to revolutionary Iran under a foreign film visa, 
and while 'scouting locations' throughout the country they would track down the six 
Americans who were hiding out. After giving them false identities as part of the film 
crew, they would spirit them back across the border. 

Adam Shand Carl Williams Tp $29.99 $27.00 Barwon Prison's maximum security unit, 19 April 2010: Carl Williams is beaten to 
death with the stem of an exercise bike by a fellow inmate, while guards sit in the 
next room. And so, the last moments of this convicted contract killer and key figure in 
the Melbourne underworld echoed the rest of his life: violent, chilling, brutal. 
Bestselling author Adam Shand takes us into the world of Carl Williams, dealing with 
the family background that created Carl and his brother Shane. This book recreates 
the earlier generation when the path of the Williams family was set. It deals with the 
class system that operated in the underworld which regarded Carl, George and Shane 
as nobodies. It delves into how the big money in drugs destroyed the hierarchy and 
'democratised' the criminal underworld, allowing the rise and rise of Carl Williams. 
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